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How performance is evolving and what managers 
and employees might expect over the coming year
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Recent trends

Recent trends

Impact of Covid-19 
on performance
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1
Formal annual 

review process with 
more “in the 

moment” feedback
2

Ratings system still 
prevalent

3

Financial and non-
financial criteria

4
Re-evaluation of 
purpose of the 
performance 

review

5
Diversity 

considerations



FCA Letter to Chair of Remuneration Committee

“We see a risk that firms may deprioritise their focus on culture as 
they redirect resources in response to the immediate risks 
presented by current events and on a longer-term basis as a result 
of the crisis.  But a continued focus on maintaining healthy 
cultures and driving the right behaviours during these times of 
uncertainty can reduce the potential for harm, as well as make 
firms more resilient and contribute to long-term success.
...  
As important drivers of culture, firms’ remuneration and 
recognition practices remain areas of key importance to us as we 
continue to assess the extent to which firms’ approaches to 
rewarding and incentivising all staff promote healthy cultures and 
minimise harm.”

(22 July 2020)
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Impact of performance review on employee
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Impact of 
review

Level of remuneration and recognition

Talent pool and promotion

Redundancy scoring as part of pooling 
exercise

Fairness?

1

4

3

2

5

Performance improvement – formal 
and informal



1
• Unlawful discrimination

2
• Constructive unfair dismissal

3 • Breach of contract
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Potential employment law risks



Hybrid working and performance

1
• Subconscious bias in favour of office 

workers?

2 • Managers need to stay connected

3 • Team cohesiveness

4 • Inequalities?
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FCA’s latest expectations in the area of 
performance management 
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The FCA’s expectations 

1 • Focus on culture and conduct

2 • The 5 Conduct Questions Project

3 • Managing risks to consumers

4 • The impact of SM&CR
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The 5 Conduct Questions 2019/2020
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1 2 3
How do you encourage the 

individuals who work in 
front, middle, back office, 

control and support 
functions to feel and be 

responsible for managing 
the conduct of their 

business? 

What proactive steps do you 
take as a firm to identify the 
conduct risks inherent within 

your business? 

Has the firm assessed 
whether there are any other 
activities that it undertakes 

that could undermine 
strategies put in place to 

improve conduct?

What support (broadly 
defined) does the firm put in 
place to enable those who 
work for it to improve the 

conduct of their business or 
function? 

How does the Board and 
ExCo (or appropriate senior 
management) gain oversight 
of the conduct of business 

within their organisation and, 
equally importantly, how 
does the Board or ExCo 
consider the conduct 

implications of the strategic 
decisions that they make?
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This presentation provides a general summary and is for information/educational purposes only. It is not intended to be comprehensive, 
nor does it constitute legal advice. Specific legal advice should always be sought before taking or refraining from taking any action.


